
 

Welcome to SHAAP’s weekly media monitoring service: 21 April 2022 – 28 April 2022 

 

NEWS 

Government to allow fans to drink alcohol during football matches in new pilot  
Football fans are set to be allowed to drink alcohol while watching matches for the first time in 37 

years, under government plans to be published this summer (The Daily Mail, 25 April). This story was 

covered in The Telegraph, LBC and Police Oracle.  

Edinburgh nightclub issued warning following “alcohol-fuelled violent crime” 

Police said there has been "clear mismanagement of patrons allowing excessive alcohol 

consumption as well as an amount of drug use" at the popular city centre nightclub (Edinburgh Live, 

25 April).  

Spain will promote water in restaurants to limit alcohol consumption 

The Government in Spain wants establishments to promote the Mediterranean diet to exclude 

alcoholic beverages (Spanish News Today, 27 April).  

Whisky could be part of a future trade deal between the UK and India 

Boris Johnson says he wants a free trade deal with India by November. But as he prepares to meet 

his Indian counterpart Narendra Modi, it's too soon to toast the prospects of a deal that may well 

prove hard to agree (BBC, 22 April).  

Alcohol brands in the US are warned not to make ‘clean’ health claims 

The US Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB) warned alcoholic drinks manufacturers to 

limit the use of the word "clean" to describe a flavor, not to imply health claims (EconoTimes, 22 

April).  

Celebrity News 

Model Kendall Jenner has removed an Instagram post of her 818 Tequila after a complaint that it 

promoted irresponsible drinking was upheld (The Spirit Business, 22 April). Alcohol-free beer is to 

appear on draft at Coronation Street’s Rovers Return and Emmerdale’s Woolpack for the first time 

(The Sun, 25 April). Jane Fonda reflected on her decision to stop drinking alcohol, with the actor 

revealing it was because she doesn’t want it to impact her “tomorrows” (The Independent, 27 April).  

 

Views & Comments  
 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/sportsnews/article-10750859/Plans-allow-fans-drink-alcohol-seats-matches-time-40-years.html
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https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/jane-fonda-alcohol-health-grace-frankie-b2066748.html


Let’s change the ‘doctor knows best’ mindset when dealing with mental health 
By Christine Muir. The Scotsman, 21 April. 
“I love my job. As Communications Officer at the Scottish Recovery Network I get to collaborate with 

amazing initiatives supporting the mental health recovery of people across the country. It’s 

inspiring.” 

Excise hikes must be avoided to allow for a speedy post-Covid recovery 
By Manu Giró. Euractiv, 26 April.  

“Though there may be a budding optimism that the worst impacts of the COVID crisis are over, for 

the many businesses put on ice by pandemic restrictions, the thaw will be long and gradual.” 

Strategy needed to tackle drug and alcohol deaths 

By James McCarthy. Belfast Media, 26 April. 
“SDLP West Belfast Assembly candidate Paul Doherty has said a strategy is needed to address the 

large numbers of drug deaths in deprived areas.” 

Killing Eve helped me fight my battle with alcohol addiction 

By Sam Thomas. The Independent, 25 April. 

“When I saw Villanelle carry out her first flamboyant (yet gruesome) kill, it gave me a sense of relief 

that I couldn’t easily explain.” 

How do you detect drink spiking and what can be done about it? 

By Cait Kelly and Rafqa Touma. The Guardian, 22 April.  

“With clubs and pubs reopening to capacity crowds once more, experts fear cases of drink spiking 

may be on the rise.” 

Services need to understand underrepresented communities to better support them 

By Rodean Vafa. We are with you, 20 April. 

“Religion and psychology are often seen as separate or potentially opposing, but I don’t see it that 

way.” 

How Alcohol Affects Your Body When You're On A Flight 

By Beth Kriestsch. HuffPost, 21 April. 

“Ordering beer, wine or a cocktail while flying is a common move.” 

The terrifying ways mixing Xanax and alcohol may damage your brain and potentially 

prove fatal 
By Erin Heger and Jason McKnight. Business Insider India, 23 April.  

“Xanax and alcohol are both commonly used substances that can be safely consumed separately and 

within certain quantities.” 

What to know about narcissism and alcoholism 

By Beth Sissons, Reviewed by Matthew Boland, PhD. Medical News Today, 20 April.  

“Narcissism and alcoholism are different conditions, but they can occur simultaneously and may 

share some overlapping symptoms.” 

ICYMI: The End of Alcohol 
By Virginia Heffernan. Wired, 19 April. 

“Glamorous influencers are blending science and superstition to help people “change their 

relationship to drinking.” Did I miss out by getting sober the old-fashioned way?” 

https://www.scotsman.com/news/opinion/columnists/lets-change-the-doctor-knows-best-mindset-when-dealing-with-mental-health-christine-muir-3660003
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https://belfastmedia.com/doherty-drug-deaths
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https://www.wired.com/story/the-end-of-alcohol/


 

Blogs 

Four nations, 15 years: alcohol policy in Scotland 
In this edition, Alison Douglas, Chief Executive of Alcohol Focus Scotland, examines how alcohol 

policy has changed in Scotland during the lifetime of the AHA. 

(Alcohol Health Alliance, 28 April) 

Entertainment-education could be a more effective health communication channel for 

young people in the UK 
By Dr Adilaid Bhebhe. With children’s education on alcohol harm seemingly having little effect, could 

education through entertainment – such as soap operas – be a new and more effective way of 

teaching about such harm? 

(Institute of Alcohol Studies, 27 April) 

Research about recovery by people in recovery (Best and Colleagues) 

The international recovery advocacy (and peer recovery support) movement is marked by the 

proliferation of grassroots recovery community organizations (RCOs) that are distinct from 

traditional addiction treatment organizations and recovery mutual aid societies. 

(Selected Papers of William L. White, 22 April) 

‘Words matter’: from pejorative to people-first, stigmatising to strengths-based 

Natalie Davies writes about why it might be time to get rid of some words from the substance use 

vernacular. 

(Society for the Study of Addiction, 25 April) 

Words that blame 

By Bryony Shannon. The language of social care is filled with words that blame people seeking and 

drawing on support. 

(Rewriting Social Care, 23 April) 

ICYMI: Women in an open prison: Can we make alcohol screening and brief interventions work for 

them? 

This blog post reports on a research study undertaken by Dr Jennifer Ferguson that examined what 

factors need to be considered when designing and implementing alcohol screening and brief 

interventions (ASBIs) within a female open prison in England. 

(SHAAP, 31 March) 

 

Watch/Listen  

Youth drinking in decline: Implications for policy and practice – SHAAP/SARN  
Watch the video of the SHAAP/SARN Alcohol Occasionals webinar with a research presentation by 

Dr Inge Kersbergen and Dr Laura Fenton (University of Sheffield) and a related discussion. Held over 

Zoom on 20 April 2022 (82 min, video).  

Harm Reduction Part 2: International View - This is What Recovery Looks Like  
We continue our multi-part series on harm reduction with an international guest, Annemarie Ward, 

https://ahauk.org/four-nations-15-years-alcohol-policy-in-scotland/
https://www.ias.org.uk/2022/04/27/entertainment-education-could-be-a-more-effective-health-communication-channel-for-young-people-in-the-uk/
https://www.ias.org.uk/2022/04/27/entertainment-education-could-be-a-more-effective-health-communication-channel-for-young-people-in-the-uk/
http://www.williamwhitepapers.com/blog/2022/04/research-about-recovery-by-people-in-recovery-best-and-colleagues.html
https://www.addiction-ssa.org/words-matter-from-pejorative-to-people-first-stigmatising-to-strengths-based/
https://rewritingsocialcare.blog/2022/04/23/blame/
https://shaap.org.uk/blog/365-women-prison-asbi.html
https://shaap.org.uk/blog/365-women-prison-asbi.html
https://shaap.org.uk/about/videos/webinars.html


CEO of Faces & Voices of Recovery UK, to expand the scope of our conversation and find points of 

comparison between UK and US approaches to drug policy and recovery support (34 min, audio).  

Bridging the Gap Between Treatment and Recovery – SMART Recovery 

SMART Recovery talks with Dr. Wilson Compton and Dr. Will Aklin about research on the health 

aspects and treatment of substance use disorders (37 min, audio).  

What makes peer support unique? – Scottish Recovery Consortium  

We asked people from across Scotland what makes peer support unique? This short animation 

highlights what they said (2 min, video).  

 

Research 

Binge drinking among female entertainment workers in Cambodia 

A new cross-sectional study on the relationship between gender-based violence, HIV risks, 

psychological distress and binge drinking among female entertainment workers (FEWs) in Cambodia, 

highlighted a high prevalence of binge drinking among FEWs and its associations with working 

environments, conditions and contexts (doi: 10.1136/bmjopen-2021-054139).  

 

https://thisiswhatrecoverylookslike.buzzsprout.com/1917121/10481709-harm-reduction-part-2-international-view
https://www.smartrecovery.org/podcast-bridging-the-gap-between-treatment-and-recovery/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OH1YRcf3UAA
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/12/4/e054139

